AGENDA

Sunday October 28

Arrival of the participants (Important: "the participants arriving after 18h00 will directly be brought from the airport to the venue of the Official Opening")

18h30 Collective transfer from Safir hotel to the venue of the reception, at Hilton hotel

19h30 Official Opening
   . HE the Minister of Culture H.E. Khalida TOUMI
   . HE the Ambassador of the EU Delegation UE in Algeria H.E. Marek SKOLIL

20h00 Formal diner, upon invitation of HE the Ministre of Culture Khalida TOUMI (Venue to be confirmed)

Monday October 29

09h30 Registration of the participants

   • Morning session Chair: Zouhir BALLALOU

   10h00-10h30
      . General introduction to the Workshop Christophe GRAZ
      . Introduction of the participants

   10h30-13h00 Geographic Tools and Physical Planning (WIKI...)
      . 10,30 State of the Art, WIKI systems, examples: Bernard TOULIER
      . 11,00 State of the Art and perspectives in Morocco: The Documentation Information system and the inventory Samir KAFAS

      Nami MOSTAFA
**11h30**  State of the Art and perspectives in Algeria:  
Nawel YOUNSI

**12h00**  Exchange of ideas and experiences

13h00-14h30  Lunch

- **Afternoon session**
  
  **Chair:**  Abdallah ALAOUI

14h30-17h00  

**Tools for data recording**

- **14,30**  Recording systems by photogrammetry with simple tools  
  Experiences in the Maghreb Region:  
  Antonio ALMAGRO

- **15,00**  CIPA (ICOMOS) Heritage documentation:  
  Review of the documentation techniques  
  José Luis LERMA

- **15,30**  The experience of Algeria (ONGEBC)  
  Abdelwahab ZEKAGH

- **16,00**  Exchange of ideas and experiences

20h00  Group Diner - Safir hotel

---

**Tuesday October 30**

- **Morning session**
  
  **Chair:**  Adnan LOUICHI

9h00-11h00  

**Handbooks and Tools for Rehabilitation/Conservation**

- **09,00**  Mediterranean rehabilitation handbooks  
  Xavier CASANOVAS

- **09,30**  The Hammam Rehabilitation Reader and the implementation of an Action Plan for Hammam Seffarine in Fès.  
  Magda SIBLEY

**Maintenance and Management, planning and monitoring tools**

- **10,00**  The experience of Ader-Fès  
  Fouad SERRHINI

- **10,30**  Current practices – follow up of the Ghardaïa workshop  
  Younès BABANEDJAR

11h00-11h30  Break

11h30-12h30  

- Exchange of ideas and experiences

12h30-14h00  Lunch

- **Afternoon session**

14h00-17h30  

**Technical visit (Citadel and Kasbah)**

- **14,00-14,30**  Introduction to the technical visit  
  A. ZEKAGH, N. BOUTIRA

20h00  Group Diner (Restaurant to be confirmed, close to the Grande Poste)
**Wednesday, October 31**

- **Morning session**  
  Chair: Abdelwahab ZEKAGH  
  9h30-10h45  
  **The perspectives**  
  - 9:30 Views to and from protected sites  
  - Legal means to keep control  
    Jean-Louis LUXEN  
  - Technical representations  
    Bernard TOULIER  
  - 10:00 Exchange of ideas and experiences  

- **Break**  
  10h30-11h00  

- **Final session**  
  Chair: Jean-Louis LUXEN  
  11h00-12h00  
  **General debate on the themes of the Workshop**  

  - **Conclusions and Recommendations**  
    Rapporteurs: Bernard TOULIER  
    Antonio ALMAGRO  
  - 12h00-13h00 Closure of the Workshop  

- **Closure lunch**  
  13h00-14h30  
  Departure of some participants  
  20h00 Diner at the Safir Hotel

---

**Thursday, November 1**

Departure of the participants